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About This Game

You've relied on your eyes since birth, how will you survive without them?

  Navigate through a thrilling hostile confinement without the use of your sight!

  Discover the mysteries of a twisted and horrifying location.

  Stealth and agility will be your weapons of choice, use them wisely.

Can YOU rise up to the challenge? You've never had to be without your eyes before...

Enjoy a new experience with this Audio only game where you must learn to use your ears to survive.
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Setting

Dark Passenger starts you off in a morbid scenario of having a panic attack as your character adjusts to the fact that their eyes
have been recently removed from their body. You are soon greeted by a mentally suspect man, who seems to take perverse,

sadistic pleasure in your situation, yet tries to calm you down, promising to guide you to safety.

In order for you to navigate this unknown environment, you must use your ears to pin point items as well as dangerous enemies
and obstacles so that you may progress. Soon, you will meet with alert guards who chase you down in escape sequences as well
as encounter stealth situations, where you must make little noise and stay out of sight of patrols by using your ears to map out

where enemies are going and use your cunning to create openings.

Experience new sensations as you use learn to use your ears and gradually learn how to face the challenges this presents. You
will die, a lot. Enjoy.
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While I understand that flying drones is difficult, flying them using a keyboard is nearly impossible.
I did not enjoy myself.
The controller interface seems to not work.
This needs a lot of polish before it would be worth the asking price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/3sfbu3ol9FA. Production values are not high, all mechanics feel flawed and underdeveloped, boss battles are
broken, but this game gets\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665DONE.
The main problem of pre COD MW shooters is dreadful pacing and level design, but in this game they are surprisingly good,
even better than in many modern shooters. All it achieved without cutscenes or filler mechanics, which makes it more
impressive. No enemy highlighting, no stormtrooper shooting, fail to slam slo mo button or find cover in less that 1 second - you
dead. Every next room feels suspicios, every ambush is exciting, every medkit is welcomed, its like youre actually playing a
videogame and not sucking a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of some bay area designer and not being able to even
experience failstate because QA were a bunch of babies.. Another good expansion. It's new elements arrn't as revolutionary for
the game as Skullport's - but the changes and additions do make the game more interesting, without being as complicated or risk-
taking as the other expansion.

What they added:
*Some of the new Quests have rewards upto 40VP, and some have more vairiable costs and rewards (making things a little more
flexible). Some of the quests have very costly but powerful rewards (e.g. putting ever availible building immediatly into play
under your name).
*A lot of buildings and Intigue cards now ask you to place workers onto action spaces ontop of other rewards. The strategy
behind this is interesting - do you use the workers to entice other players onto your buildings so you get the rewards, or do you
try and stack them onto buildings you want so you can get extra resources - and hope no one jumps at the extra free workers?

Summery. It's a less dramatic but easier to learn expansion then Skullport. Either expansion would greatly enhance the game,
pick this one if you want a less dramatic or more easilly adapated experience.

8\/10. Based on what I've played, it seems like The Lost Crowns trilogy is an attempt at addressing the fans' criticisms about the
base game, and capture some of that magic that Dark Souls 1 had; Crown of the Ivory King almost did, Crown of the Sunken
King certainly had some aspects of the first game, and Crown of the Old Iron King felt exactly like Dark Souls 1 - though it's
not without its faults.

Set in a series of interconnected clockwork towers which produces a seemingly endless supply of iron, the player must traverse
its forgotten halls, and put an end to the Child of Dark who lures people in with a cloud of smoke. Now, out of all the DLCs for
Dark Souls II, I found Crown of the Old Iron King to be the hardest and most fun of them all; Brume Tower has been a gauntlet
for me, but outwitting the enemies, and descending towards its base has been an amazing experience. What sets Brume Tower
apart from the expanse of Frozen Eleum Loyce, and the caverns of Shulva, is its level design which reminds me a lot of Dark
Souls 1: big on the outside, compact on the inside, with a lot of hidden pathways and platforms which the player can take to
reach their objective. It's a challenge to navigate the tower, due to its many pitfalls and narrow walkways, but a bulk of that
challenge is made up of the frequent - almost tedious - ambush points. Every room is designed to gank the player, and is filled
with a variety of enemies which can attack on both long and short range. The enemies' low armor rating (lowest of all the DLCs)
might've been adjusted like that to compensate for this design, but their sheer numbers can quickly overcome the player if
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he\/she is not cautious enough.

What's special about Brume Tower is that it hosts a Child of Dark which serves as an environmental hazard, and progression
mechanic. Nadalia, Bride of Ash has statues of her image scattered all throughout the tower, and she could buff her minions'
defenses to twice their normal rating, resurrect, and heal them if she is in the vicinity. This is especially problematic if you're
going to fight the final boss, because he literally cannot be killed unless you destroy all of the statues surrounding him. Hunting
her ashen idols down is priority number one, and the player will not get a full ending to the DLC unless every single one is
destroyed.

And there you have it.. I have mixed feelings on this game, the music, visuals, and story are beautiful. However, the puzzles
themselves fall quite short. The best section of the game has some light and mirror puzzles similar to Talos Principle, while the
worst sections are literally, wander around and pick up 4 of the same object. For what its worth, I played through the entire story
and beat the game (it took me about 5 hours, but I'd imagine it can be done in half that) but did not 100% all the achievements.

At the end of the day, if you are looking more for an interactive story \/ walking simulator you'll like this a lot. If you are hoping
for a high quality puzzle game you are much better off with The Witness, Talos Principle, Quern, or even Archiaca.

I found this game while searching for games similar to The Witness and while they both have a great atomsphere and a beautiful
world to explore, the difference in the actual game play quality is night and day.

This game also seems unrefined in a lot of ways. One of the "tips" that the game shows on loading is a warning to save often
because the auto save is sporadic and unreliable. There is a mechanic where you use up your "light energy" but as far as I can
tell no puzzle in the entire game requires actually using your energy efficiently or optimally, they just force you to occasionally
spend time looking for a light refill bottle for no reason. The whole health\/damage system seems oddly tacked on, and the main
"completionist" section of the game with optional puzzles and content is the middle third of the game which you cannot go back
to later on. Along the way you collect items and objects but as far as I could tell there is no way to actually view your inventory.
The "map" is clunky and largely useless.

A lot of the puzzles seem inconsistent or unrefined in terms of giving you feedback on what you are supposed to do as you go.
Idk, there is a lot to like here and as a work of art, much of the game is beautiful, but as a puzzle game, ignoring the asethetic, I
found it short, too easy, a bit dull and uninspired.. 2D shmup with 3D backdrops, its really trippy! Even on easy its a challenge
for a casual gamer. I do like how you have shields, but requires you to push button B. But I wish when a enemy is destroyed its
bullets would disappear. So much dodging! This a much better shmup than many other shmups for more money on STEAM, its
a very good game for a very good price. I'd give it an 8/10. Boss fights are pretty darn original and fun.
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I appear to be currently going through a "tower defense phase" and it's lots of fun. Having recently completed Iron Sea
Defenders and wanting more of the same, I quickly picked up Fort Defense on sale. It turns out it's pretty much a reskin of that,
the main thematic difference being that this is fantasy-themed and Iron Sea is... pseudo-real\/modern. Chronologically, Fort
Defense is actually the younger game by around a year and it shows. There are some issues here:

 graphics are blurry

 the music loop is way too short and gets annoying eventually (not immediately)

 barrel (premium currency) progression is random, which leads to farming and grinding

 seems like there is no keyboard control for changing game speed

 some cosmetic bugs such as missing spaces in the writing or star counter getting brokenAll of these and more ended up
being addressed in Iron Sea Defenders so it's a welcome conclusion that the developer has been improving. As for Fort
Defense, it's still a passable tower defense but kinda barely. Get it on sale.. I'll be honest.

The second I saw the fact you play a cowboy, a wizard, and a skeleton at the same time, I was sold. I'm only a few levels
in, but so far the gameplay feels nice and solid, and characters feel varied without actually changing too much of their
moveset.
The cowboy, who you start as, has wall climb and a nifty -if kind of tricky to time- dash jump.
The wizard, who you add to the party second, has a double jump. I also find his attack my go to if I can.
The Skeleton, who comes last, has a hover, though it does not last forever and it's more like a slowed down fall.
And just with those, the level design works perfectly to give each of these characters completely different ways to cover
terrain. This is a fun platformer, but it does get pretty tricky!. A wonderful work of art.
Everyone needs to own this and play it.. really good game thats worth it and maybe be a hidden gem 10\/10. Zombie
Exodus,

Is a pretty good "Create your own adventure" book. The story is well told, but feels rushed at moments which can spoil
the mood a little. A bit more patience from the writer, or detail describing the scene(s) might do the trick.
Besides the point that you might have a better idea to handle certain situations that ask for a choice; all events come up
with options which are varied enough to please any kind of reader/gamer. So, there's no shortage regarding that.

All in all I can only recommend this book, because it has a very nice touch to it and is really fun to read.
Oh, and another thing. you won't be finishing this within the hour. Zombie Exodus is a pretty big adventure worth your
time.. This game has that captain America meets tron vibe going on. It's fun to play now and I'm looking forward to
updates. Nice work so far Dev!

Some suggestions.

Duel shields.
Different enemies
Ability to smash the bad guys when they get too close.
Better collision when shield flies into the enemy instead of flying through
A more discs of tron style arena

Some advice to all the wave based arcade style games in development. Please give us players a way to pick our starting
level because it gets kind of old to start from level one every time.. God never had I want to shove a wii remote up my
butt but also it's so much fun and fufilling when you win. Amazing art tool for hobbyists and professionals.
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